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This paper examines strong Ces~ro summability and strong Cc&o sectional 
boundedness of order 1~ r < cc in Banach and Frechet spaces E. The major result 
shows these topological properties of E to be equivalent to multiplier properties of 
the form E = (dv, n co) E and E = dv, E, where dv, is the space of sequences of 
dyadic variation of order r defined in this paper. These multiplier results show that 
several classical spaces of Fourier series have these properties. This introduces a 
new form of convergence in norm for Fourier series. The space L:,, for example, 
has strong Cesaro summability of all orders 1 < r i cc. Fejtr’s Theorem states that 
for all feLi,, (l/(n+l))IIC~=oskf-fIIL~=o(l), (n-m), where skfis the kth 
partial sum of the Fourier series off; since the dual of Lin is L,“,, this is equivalent 
to SUPll&llL~41 (l/(n+l))I~;=oS~g.(~~f-f)l=o(l), (n-+co). As a consequence 
of strong Cesaro summability, the absolute value can be taken inside the 
summation and raised to any power 1 6 r < co. Namely, for all f~ Li,, 
,,g;;FG,& i /J2ng~LO-/)/r=41) (n-+m). 
k=O 0 
The supremum, however, cannot be taken inside the summation. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Frkchet space is a complete metrizable locally convex space; for 
example, every Banach space is a FrCchet space. Consider a FrCchet space 
E with a total biorthogonal sequence (ek, fi} [ 11, That is, 
ek E E for all k; (1.A) 
jjEE’ (the space of continuous linear functionals) for all j; (l.B) 
h(ek)=Gjk (Kronecker 6) for all k and j; (1.C) 
fib)=0 for all j implies x = 0. (1.D) 
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Generally we assume that the indices k and j range over the nonnegative 
integers but when discussing Fourier series of 2rc-periodic functions the 
indices will range over all integers. Each x in E can be identified with the 
sequence J? = (x,,, x,, x2, . ..) w  h ere x,=L.(x). Let 8= (i]x~E}. E and B 
are isometric and isomorphic if, for each defining seminorm pE on E, we 
define p~(i)=p~(x). If E is a Banach space we define /al/s= IIxIIE. By 
conditions (l.B) and (l.C), I? has continuous coordinate functionals. Such 
a Frechet (respectively Banach) sequence space is called an FK-space 
(respectively, BK-space). By condition (l.A), i? contains the space of finite 
sequences 
t$:= (x=(xk)Ixk=o except for finitely many k}. 
For simplicity, most theorems in this paper will be stated for FK-spaces 
(that is, E= l? where, for each k, ek is the sequence with 1 in the kth 
position and 0 elsewhere); however, when considering function spaces 
it will often be more convenient to work directly on E instead of the 
corresponding FK-space i? 
An element x in E has the property of sectional convergence (denoted 
AK) in E if the sections ?x := xOeo + xlel + . . . + x,e” converge to x (as 
n -+ co) with respect to the topology of E. In case the biorthogonal 
sequence ranges over all integers, we define snx := Clk, G n xkek for 
n=0,1,2 ).... More generally, an element x, not necessarily in E, has the 
property of sectional boundedness (denoted AB) in E if the sections snx are 
bounded in E. Similarly an element x in E has the property of Cesaro 
sectional convergence (denoted oK) in E if the Ceshro sections 
(inx:=(sOx+ ... + s”x)/(n + 1) converge to x (as n --+ co), with respect to 
the topology of E. This is equivalent to 
lim J- i (skx-x)=0. 
n+cDn+l k=O 
An element x, not necessarily in E, has the property of Cesaro sectional 
boundedness (denoted aB) in E if sup, p(a”x) < cc for ail continuous 
seminorms p on E. 
Let 1 < r < 00. Section 2 contains basic definitions and introduces the 
properties of strong Cesaro summability of order r (denoted [aK],) and 
strong Cesaro boundedness of order r (denoted CaBI,) in Frechet spaces. 
These properties are stronger than aK and oB, respectively, but are weaker 
than AK and AB, respectively. Section 3 contains general results on strong 
Cesaro summability and strong Cesaro boundedness in Frechet spaces. In 
Section 4 specific spaces are considered; namely the convergence fields H, 
and boundedness domains B, of the strong Cesaro summability methods, 
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and their spaces of convergence factors dv, and do, n cO. In Section 5 we 
show the equivalence of the properties COB], and [oK], to multiplier 
properties with respect to the spaces dv, and dv, n c,,. In particular, a 
Frtchet space E containing 4 has the property [oe], if and only if 
E = dv, . E, and it has the property [oK], if and only if E = (dv, n co) . E. 
In Section 6 we consider function spaces and show how these multiplier 
results can be used to obtain a new form of convergence for Fourier 
series. For example, we show that the spaces L;, (1~ p < co) and C,, 
(2x-periodic continuous functions) have the property [OK], for all r and 
the spaces Lg and Mz, (27r-periodic Radon measures) have the property 
[aB], for all r. Fejtr’s theorem for L:, is equivalent to the property aK 
but, for all r, the property [aK]. is stronger. 
I thank M. Ash, G. Goes, and N. Tanovic-Miller for helpful suggestions. 
In particular, the example in (6.3) is due to N. Tanovic-Miller. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let E be an FK-space containing 4. By the Hahn-Banach theorem each 
continuous seminorm p can be expressed in the form 
P(X) = sup If(x)1 (2.A) 
for some subset A, of E’. Thus an element x of E has the property aK if 
lim sup f 
n-m feAp 
/ (A i (s*x-x))(=O 
k-0 
for every continuous seminorm p. Let 1 < r < co. We define the property of 
strong Cesaro summability of order r (denoted [aK],) for x E E by 
lim sup - l i If(skx-xy=o 
n-m feApn+l,=, 
(2.B) 
for every continuous seminorm p. Similarly a formal expansion 
X=~~zOxkek with 2=(x0,x ,,... ), b u 2 not necessarily in & has strong t 
Cesaro boundedness of order r (denoted [as],) in E if 
p,(x) := sup sup 
n f’A,, 
(2-C) 
for each continuous seminorm p. If E is a Banach space, we write llxll, 
instead of p,(x). 
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A continuous seminorm p on E does not uniquely determine the set A,. 
For now, we will assume that 
(2.D) 
however, a proper subset of (2.D) is often more natural. For example, if 
E = CZn with norm 11 g// m = supY (g(y)], it is natural to choose A,, .,,m to be 
the set off, defined by f,(g) = g(y), O< y<2z. Theorems (3.1) and (3.3) 
(or more explicitly, (5.1)) show that the choice of A, does not affect the 
definitions of [aK], and [aBlr. We write 
ECoK3, := {XE Elx has the property [aK], in E}, 
E[oB,, := 
i 
x = f .xkek x has the property [af?], in E , 
k=O 
E AD := {x E E I x is in the closure of q5 in E}, 
and similarly for EAK, E,,, EoK, and E,,. Note that the spaces EroB,,, 
EaB, and E,, need not be subsets of E. 
We say that E has the property [aK], if E= E,,,,,; E has the property 
WI, if EC ECoB3 ,; E has the property AD if E = Eao; etc. 
Holder’s inequality applied to (2.C) shows that p,(x) < p,(x) for 
1 < r6s-c co. Similarly it can be shown that [aKls implies [aK], and 
[05Js implies COB],, if 1 < r < s < co. It is clear from the definitions that 
[OK], implies both oK and [aB],. By an argument similar to that showing 
that ordinary summability implies Cesaro summability, it can be shown 
that, for all r, the property AK in E implies 
birnm& t p(.~~x-x)~=O 
k-0 
for all continuous seminorms p. WI 
This in turn implies [OK],. Similarly the property AB implies 
sup 
n 
for all continuous seminorms p (2.F) 
which implies [aB],. The converse implications are not true as shown by 
examples in (4.4) and (6.3). 
It will be shown in Theorem 3.1 that an FK-space E has the property 
[OK], if and only if it has the properties AD and [aB],. 
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-& f lx,\.=O}, 
k-0 
where x,=X,+ .‘. +X, (or &=&j,<k , x- if the index k ranges over all 
integers) and the boundedness domain for strong Cesaro summability of 
order r is 
B, := X = (xk) ( l\Xll B, := sup 
n 
--& g ix,ir}l’r<m]. 
k-0 
Below we list some useful BK-spaces and their norms. We use the 
notation dyk=yk-yk+r, d2yk=dyk-dyk+r, max2”=max2.Gk,2,+l, 
and C,.=C:“z:;‘. If the index k ranges over the integers we assume that 
y, = y-k for the spaces bv, dv,, and q listed below. The space of bounded 
sequences is 
and the space of null sequences 
co= (x=(xk))limxk=O} 
is a closed subspace of I”. The space of sequences of bounded variation is 
Y=(Yk)l IIYIIbv:= k;. IdYkl + suPiYkl < a}, 
The spaces of sequences of dyadic variation are defined as 
du=dvl= Y= (yk)\ IlYllciv 
i 
do,= Y = (yk)l IlYlI,, 
:= f 2”” (x2” Idy,- lI’)“‘+ suply,l < a 
n=O 
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for 1 < r < cc and l/r + l/s = 1. It is natural to define dv, = bu. The space 
of bounded quasiconvex sequences is 
i 
cc 
4= Y=(Yk)lllYll,:= 2 (~+1)l~2y,l+suply,l<~ 
k=O 
We have qcdocdu’cdu,cbo for 1 <r<s<co [6,9]. 
3. GENERAL RESULTS 
Zeller has shown that an FK-space E containing ‘j has the property AK 
if and only if it has the properties A B and AD. A corresponding theorem 
for oK was proved in [3]. Using a similar c/3 argument we obtain it for 
the property [OK]‘: 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let 1 d r < cu. An FK-space E containing 4 has the 
property [OK]’ if and only if it has the properties [aB]’ and AD. 
Prooj Let x E E have the property [aK]’ and let p be a con- 
tinuous seminorm on E. The property [aB], follows immediately. For 
each n, CYXE~ and p(~~x-x)=sup~~~~ If(l/(n+ 1)) Et=, (skx-x))I d 
s~p~,.~(l/(n+l))~;=, If(s”x-x)1 -+O as n-+oo. Thus x has the 
property AD. Conversely, suppose E has the properties AD and COB]‘. 
Since for all x E E we 
If(~km”’ 
have p’(x) = supn sup/, ,,, { ( l/(n + 1)) Ct =. 
< co, the seminorm p’ is lower semicontinuous and hence 
continuous on E (Theorem 7.1.1 of [7]). Let x E E and E > 0. Since 
E has the property AD we can find YE 4 such that p(x- y) < 43 and 
p’(x- y) < 43. We can choose n sufficiently large so that 
{(Mn+l))CZ=oP( sky - y)‘}i”< c/3. Let IfI <p. Then by Minkowski’s 
inequality 




AkCO ,f(s*x-s$),‘}“‘+{~k~o lfbkY-YJI’}“’ 
+ -& 8 MY -x)l’)” 
k-0 
<Pr(x-y)+ --$ g P(Si).-Y)‘}“‘+P(Y-x)<c. 
k-0 
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Taking the supremum over all IfI < p, we see that x has the property 
[oKI,. I 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let 1 < r -C CO. Zf an FK-space containing 4 has the 
property [crBlr, then ECnK,, = E,,. 
Proof: EAD, being a closed subspace of E, is an FK-space with the 
properties AD and [oB] r. By (3.1) we have E,, c ECOK,,. The inclusion 
ECOK,,c E,, is shown in the proof of (3.1). 1 
For FK-spaces E and F, define 
EV= {y=(y,)lfor somefEE’, yk=f(ek)) 
and 
If E is a BK-space, then EV can be identified with the dual space of E,, 
[S] and is thus a BK-space under the dual norm of E,,. However, for an 
FK-space E, the space EV need not be an FK-space (the space E = o of all 
complex valued sequences is such an example). The proof of the following 
theorem is consequently more difficult than in the BK-space case. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let 1 <r < CC and let E be an FK-space containing I$. 
A sequence x has the property COB], with respect to E if and only if 
for every f E E’. 
Proof. The proof of ( * ) is obvious. For the converse, we use a 
uniform boundedness argument. Suppose s,(x) < co for all f~ E’. Let p be 
a continuous seminorm on E and let E, be the space E under the locally 
convex topology defined by the single seminorm p. Then Eb is a Banach 
space with unit ball U = {fo Eb 1 IfI < p}. (Actually ET is a BK-space with 
E; c EV). Let B = (f~ EL 1 s,-(x) < 1). B is clearly absolutely convex and 
closed. B is radial (absorbing) since s,-(x) < co for all f E EL. Thus B is a 
barrel in EL. Since EL is barreled, B is a neighborhood of 0. Thus there 
exists an N> 0 such that (l/N) U c B. Then SUP,~~ G P sr(x) < N. 1 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let 1 < r < CO and let E be an FK-space containing $. 
Then 
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(3.5) COROLLARY. Let 1 6 r < co and let E be an FK-space containing 4. 
Then 
(a) E has the property [cJB], if and only if Ew = EBr; 
(b) E has the property COB], if and only if ECuBI, = (E”r)Br; 
(c) if E has the property [OK]., then EV = EHr. 
ProoJ Let (X. Y), = x0 y, + . . + xk y, and define 
It was shown in [4, Theorem 31 that for any FK-space E containing 4 we 
have Eab c EV. Clearly EBr c E”’ c E V. Thus (a) follows immediately from 
(3.3). Statement (b) follows from (a), (3.4), and EC (EBr)% Statement (c) 
is a consequence of EHr c EBr c Ew and the definition of [cJK],. 1 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let 1 d r < CD. If E is an FK-space containing r$ 
generated by a set of seminorms P, then ECOBI, is an FK-space under the 
topology generated by the set of seminorms { pr 1 p E P}. 
ProoJ It is shown in [3] that ,ECB is an FK-space under the seminorms 
qp(x) := sup, p((l/(n + 1)) CE=0 skx). We have qp 6 p, by the definition of 
p, ; also p1 6 pr by Holder’s inequality. Since ECCBIr = {x E E,, 1 p,(x) < co 
VIE P} it follows from Garling’s Theorem [ 10, p. 9981 that Ecoe,, is an 
FK-space. 1 
(3.7) Remark. We will show in (5.3) that for every FK-space E 
containing 4, the space Ecoe,, always has the property [aB],.. However, an 
FK-space E (containing 4) with the property [OS], need not be a closed 
subspace of ECDB,,. Thus if the topology of E is generated by a set of semi- 
norms P, the topology generated by the set of seminorms { pr 1 p E P} need 
not make E an FK-space. 
(3.8) Remark. If E is an FK-space containing 4, it can be shown that 
the set of all sequences x (not restricted to those belonging to E) which 
satisfy condition (2.F) forms an FK-space. The proof is similar to that of 
(3.3). It can even be shown that this FK-space satisfies the condition (2.F). 
4. CONVERGENCE FIELDS AND CONVERGENCE FACTORS 
In this section we look at the convergence fields H, and boundedness 
domains B, of the strong Cesaro summability methods, and at their spaces 
of convergence factors du, and dv, n co. These spaces are of interest in 
themselves. Moreover, the properties [aB], and [aK], of these spaces are 
important in the proofs of multiplier results in the next section. 
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Maddox [13, p. 1011 has observed that H, is a BK-space under the 
norm 
llxll B, = sup 
m i 
& ,$ lxjlr]"'9 
I-0 
where X, = x0 + . . . + xi. Under the same norm B, is also a BK-space; this 
can easily be shown using Garling’s Theorem [lo, p. 9983. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let 1 d r < co. Consider the BK-spaces H, and B, under 
the norm 11 .\I B,. 
(a) H, satisfies condition (2.E); 
(b) B, satisfies condition (2.F); 
(cl Hr = (B&,K,,; 
(d) Wr)w,, = V&B,, = (HrLB = (Br)oB = Br. 
Proof: (a) Let x E H, and E > 0. We show that (l/(n + 1)) 
c”,=o llskx-xll’B, -+ 0. Since x E H,, there exists a complex number s such 
that (l/b+ l))Ctco Ix,- I s ’ + 0. By changing the value of x0 we may 
assume s = 0. Choose N such that, for all n > N*, {(l/(n + 1)) 
clt=o Iw)l’r <s/3 and ((N+ l)/(n+ 1))“’ ljxll B, < s/3. Using Minkowski’s 
inequality we have for n > N* 
-$ 8 lls*x-xll’,,}l’, 
k-0 
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(b) It is readily shown that 
(c) Since H, is a closed subspace of B, with the property [aK],, 
H, = (Br),m By (3.2) we have H,= (B,)COK,,. 
(d) By (b) we have B, c (Br)CoB,,. Since H, is a closed subspace of 
B,, we have (HrlcgB1, = (B,)CaB1, = (HrLB = (BrLB. Finally we show 
(B,)oB c B, by showing ljxll B, < sup, I/G~xI( B,. Let E > 0. For each n, we can 
find m such that j~~zo xjI < I~~zo (1 - j/(m + 1)) xjI + E for k = 0, . . . . n. 
Then 
G lI~mXII B, + E 6 sup (IbrnXIIB, + E. 
m 
Thus Il.+.~,=suPn{(l/(n+ l))c;=o ~Xk~r}l”~su~m~~amx~~.,~ 1 
Let 0s = {x = (xk) 1 hm,( l/(n + 1)) Cz=, X, exists} be the, series- 
sequence convergence field of the Cesaro method of order 1. Jackson [ 111 
has shown that 
HF=Hp=dv, (4.A) 
as well as some more general multiplier results. Maddox [ 121 had earlier 
shown that HF = dv, (see also [2]). The identities (4.A) thus also follow 
from (4.1) and (3.5). 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let 1 <r < co. Then (dv,),,,,, = (dv,),B = dv,. 
Proof: Since H, is a closed subspace of B,, we have HF = BP = dv,. 
Since H, has the property aK, we have HF = H$ [3]. Thus dvp = (BF)‘P = 
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(B,)c~BI, = B, and du: = (B:)‘P= (Br)gB= B, [S]. Then du,.duT c B, 
(actually du, . duy = B, since (1, 1, 1, . ..)Edu.). Hence du,c (duT)Br= 
(du,),,,,, = (du,b. Conversely, (du,h, = (W’h c W’ = du, by C4, 
Proposition 11. 1 
Using (3.5)(b) we can now add the following to the multiplier identities 
(4.A): 
H; = BrB’ = du,. (4.B) 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let 1 d r < co. Then (du,)L,K1, = dv, n c,,. 
Proof: By (3.2) (du,)CbKl,= (du,)AD. Since du,c l”, we have (du,)AD c 
lTD = cO. Thus (du,)CoK,, c du, n co. Conversely, let y~dv,nc, and a”y = 
(l/(n+l))C;:=o~k~=C;=O(l-k/(n+l)) y,ek. We show y~(du,)~~ 
by showing lim, j\a2”y - y\l du, =O. Let E >O and choose M such that 
lykl <& whenever k>ZM and ~~=,+, 2N’r(xzN (dykIr’)l’r’<&. Let t=2” 
and n>M. Then Ila’y-y(l,,:= llo’y- ylI,+Ct~~ 2”“(& I(k/(t+ 1)) 
yk-I-(@ + l)/(t + l))yklr’)l” + c::lM 2N’r(& I(kl(t + 1)) yk-, - 
((k+l)/(~+1))y~lr’)““+~~=n2N’r(~2~Idyk-,(r’)1’r’ = s,+s,+s,+&. 
Since y E c,, we have S, = o( 1). Clearly S, = o( 1) and S, < e. 
Finally s, = x;&, 2N’r(x2~ I(k/(t + 1)) dy,p 1 + (l/(t + 1)) y, Ir’)“r’ < 
c;:lM 2”“(C,N IdykpIlr’)“” + (&/(t+ l))c;<:, 2N’r.2(N+1)‘r’ < &+ 
(E/(f + 1)) c;& 2N+ l < & + (&/(f + 1)) 2” < 2E. 1 
(4.4) Remark. The spaces du, do not satisfy (2.F) as can be seen by 
considering the sequence (1, 1, 1, . ..). It can be shown that y in du, satisfies 
(2.F) if and only if 
x2” ( y, ~ ,I = @2”‘“), ‘+‘=I. (4.C) 
r s 
This is equivalent to the condition 
-$ -$ (k+ l)l’slyk\ =0(l). 
k-0 
Similarly, a sequence y in du, satisfies the condition (2.E) if and only if 
x2” IYk- ,I = 42’9, (4.E) 
which is equivalent to 
(4.F) 
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5. MULTIPLIER RESULTS 
If E and F are FK-spaces, we write 
E.F= {x~y:=(x,yJ~x~E, ~EF}, 
(E-F)= {y=(y,)lx.yEFfor all XEE}. 
The set E . F need not be a linear space. The set (E -+ F) is a sequence space 
but it need not be an FK-space. However, if E and F are BK-spaces, then 
(E -+ F) is a BK-space under the norm llyll = SU~,,~,,~~, /Ix. y/l.. 
An FK-space E containing 4 has the property AB if and only if E = bu . E 
and it has the property AK if and only if E = (bv n co). E [lo]. Similarly 
E has the property aB if and only if E = q E and it has the property aK 
if and only if E= (qn c,,) . E [3]. Now we show that strong Cesaro 
summability and strong Cesaro boundedness for an FK-space are also 
equivalent to multiplier statements. 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let E be an FK-space containing I$ with a defining 
family of continuous seminorms p’ < p2 < p3 < . . ‘. Let A, c E’ such that 
P”(X) = SUlJre A,v If( f or a 11 x E E. For 1 6 r < co the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(4 x E Ew,,; 
(b) 
1 
sup sup - f I f(skx)l’ < co 
n fEANn+l,=, 
for all N; 
(cl dv;xc E. 
ProoJ: (a)*(b). This is immediate. (b)+(c). Suppose (b) and let 
yEdv,. We show y .x E E by showing that a’( y. x) = (l/(t + 1)) 
Ck =0 sk(y .x) is a Cauchy sequence in E for t = 2”. Using summation by 
parts we obtain ~‘(y.x)=C~,~ {(l-k/(t+l))dyk+(l/(t+l))yk+,}skx. 
For s=2”<2”=t andfEA, we have 
If(eY.x)-eY.x))l 
+xT) ,$, IkAY, - Yk+ I I If(W 
+,_i,, i(l-&pY”+&Y,,,l IfFwl 
1 m 
“$. cz, (WY,- II + Iv/J) If(s”x)l 
+jzg+, z2(( 1-S) IdYk-,I +& lYxl) Ifvwl. 
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Using Holder’s inequality on the sums C2, we obtain 
+ 4 
( 
f 2j’P(C,,ldyk-llp’)l’p’+ sup ly,I 
j=M+I k>2M 
+ i 2”p(12, ~d~k-I~p’)“p’~2ks_u~M bkl)]. 
j=m+l 
This can be made arbitrarily small by choosing M and m sufficiently 
large. ThuspN(o’(y~x)-aS(y.x))=s~pSEA~~f(af(~~~)-~S(~~~))~ +O as 
n, m -+ co. Since E is complete and has continuous coordinate functionals, 
a’(y . x) converges to y . x. This shows du, . x c E. 
(c)*(a). Suppose du, .x c E. Then by the closed graph theorem, 
Z’,.(y) := y .x is a continuous map from dv, to E [14]. Let p be a 
continuous seminorm on E. Then po TX is a continuous seminorm on du,. 
Thus P(T,(Y)) G f$Il~ll,~ for some constant K,,. Hence for f~ E’ with 
Ifl 6~ we havefoT,E& and If(T,b))I ~P(T,(Y))~K,IIYII,,. Since do, 
has the property COB],, we have 
This shows that every sequence in du, . x has the property [aB],. B 
(5.2) THEOREM. Let E be an FK-space containing C$ and let 1 Q r < co. 
Then E has the property [aBlr if and only if E = dv, . E. 
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Proof: If E has the property [aBlr, then by (5.1) (a)+(c) we have 
dv, . E c E. Since the sequence (1, 1, . ..) is in du,, the opposite inclusion is 
immediate. The converse follows from (5.1) (c) * (a). 1 
(5.3) THEOREM. Let E he an FK-space containing 4 and let 1 6 r < n3. 
Then E has the property [oK]~ if and only if E = (dv,. n cO) ’ E. 
ProoJ Suppose E has the property [aK].. Then E has the property aK. 
It was shown in [3] that if E has oB then E,, = (q n co). E. For the same 
reasons (dur)I-,K1, = (du,),K = (q n co). dv, = dv, n cO. Thus since E = dv, . E 
by (5.2), we have E = EaK = (qnc,,).E=(qnc,)~(dv,.E)=(dv,nc,).E. 
Conversely suppose E = (dv, n co). E. For each x E E, T,(y) = y. x is a 
continuous map from du, n c0 into E. Let p be a continuous seminorm on 
E. As in the proof of (5.1), there exists a constant K,, such that 
s~~~~~.,~~l~~+~~~C;~,If~~"~~~~~-~~~~l'=s~~~~~.,~~l~~+~~~C;f.~, 
If0 T.~(~“Y--Y)~‘~suP,,,.,~ /I,, do, (l/(n+l))C~=o Ig(s”y-y)l’. Since dvv,nco 
has the property [oK]~, this tends to 0. m 
The following is a consequence of (3.4), (3.5), and (5.2). 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. Let E be an FK-space containing 4 and let 1 < r < co. 
Then the space EC,,B3, is an FK-space having the property [aB],. 
(5.5) Remark. Multiplier statements corresponding to (5.2) (respec- 
tively (5.3)) do not hold for spaces satisfying condition (2.F) (respectively 
condition (2.E)) with respect to the multipliers du, (respectively du, n co) or 
with respect to the sequences satisfying conditions (4.C) (respectively 
condition (4.E)). The spaces dv, and H, serve as counterexamples. 
However, we can obtain a partial result which we give without proof. 
(5.6) PROPOSITION. Let E be an FK-space containing 4, let 1 <r < GO, 
and let x be a sequence. If x. y E E for every sequence y in dv, satisfying 
condition (2.E), then the sequences x . y satisfy (2.F). 
6. FUNCTION SPACES 
We now consider spaces of 2n-periodic functions or distributions g for 
which Fourier coefficients g(k) are defined [8]. Sequences will be defined 
on the integers, and the sequences in q, dv,, and bv will be assumed to be 
symmetric (that is, yk = yPk). Here ek is the function ek(x) =eikx and 
s”g(x) = Clkl G n g(k) eikr. 
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Zygmund [ 15, Theorem X111.7.31 shows that for every function g in Cr, 
and 1 <r< m we have 
& $ Iskg(x)- g(x)/‘-+0 uniformly for all x. (6.A) 
k-0 
Since the norm on CTn is l]gl] a, = supx ]g(x)l, this is equivalent to saying 
that C2a has the property [OK],, where A,,.,, = {F,E &IF,(g) := g(x), 
0 <x < 271) as defined by (2 .A). This shows by (5.2) and (5.3) that for all 
l<r<co, we have 
do, . czn = & = (du, n co) . &. (6-B) 
Since (Czn + Czn) = (Li, -+ ii,) = (Gzn -+ fizn) = (iTn + L2m,)r tizrr [S, 
Vol. 2, p. 2461, an immediate consequence is the result du, c Mz,, for all 
1 < r < 00 [6]. We also obtain Fomin’s integrability result du, n co = 
(du,)m c (A%2n)AD = & [6,9]. Since e = (..., 1, 1, 1, . ..) E du,, we have also 
du,..&=Li,, du, .&zn=h%zn, and du,.L,“,=i,“,. 
Conversely, our multiplier results show that (6.A) can be obtained from 
Fomin’s integrability result. 
Furthermore, (ti.Zn)AD=& and (ig)AD= Czn. By (5.2), (3.2), and 
(5.3) we have the following. 
(6.1) THEOREM. Let 16 r < CO. The spaces Cz, and Li, have the 
property [aK] r. The spaces L2”, and Mzn have the property [aB] r. 
(6.2) Remark. Theorem 6.1 for Li, is stronger than the theorem of 
Fejer’s which states for f~ L:,, 
This is equivalent to 
for some subset A of the dual of L:,. Since the dual of L:, is L2”, and the 
continuous linear functionals on Li, are of the form F,(f) = fr g .f for 
gEG% we have 
ebkf--f) =0(l) (n -+ co). 
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Theorem 6.1 shows that the absolute value can be taken inside the 
summation and raised to any power 1 <Y < co to obtain 
g+Ff) r=o(l) (n --f co). (6.C) 
One could consider direct proofs of (6.C) from (6.A) but the main idea 
here is the equivalence of convergence theorems and multiplier theorems. 
(6.3) Remark. The following example due N. Tanovic-Miller shows 
that (6.C) cannot be further strengthened by taking the supremum inside 
the summation. That is, the property [aK]. cannot be strengthened to the 
property (2.E). The example shows that for each 1 <r < co, there exist 
f-k such that 
It is sufficient to let r = 1, since by Holder’s inequality 
Consider the cosine series (l/2) a, + x7= 1 ak cos kx, where a0 = a, = 0, 
and ak = I/m, (k > 2). We have ak 1 0, khk + 0, and 
Ck (k + 1) jA2ukl < cc since Auk N l/k log3’* k, and A2ak - l/k* log3’* k. By 
a classical result of Kolmogorov [7, Vol. 1, 7.3.1 and 7.3.21 the cosine 
series converges to 
f(x)=; f (k+ l)d2U&(X) 
k=O 
(6.D) 
(Fk denotes the Fejer kernel) pointwise for x#O (mod 27r), f E L:,, and 
(6.D) is the Fourier series off(moreover,f3 0). By partial summation and 
by (6.D), we have 
s”‘(x)-f(x)=inAa,-,F,-,(x)+$z,D,(x) 
-i,=f-, W+1)A*M’nb) 
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(D, denotes the Dirichlet kernel) for x # 0 (mod 27~). Thus 
Wf-fll LI 3 $4 ll~,ll LI - tmL II IlFnll L, 
-; f (k+ 1) Id24 IIFAILI. 
Since llF,ll Lo = 1, given E > 0, there exists N such that for n > N, 
Hence (l/b + 1)) II;-=o llff-fll L’3 (l/b+ l))c;=~ 1% llDkllLi-E/2. 
But llDkll LI N (4/n’) log k, and consequently (l/(n + 1)) C;=0 Ilskf-fllLl 
-+a), (n-too). 
Since L,“, = (L;)oB and M,, = (IVI~=),,~, we have 
L,“, = (c274,d3,, and M2, = G&TB,,. (65) 
From (3.6) and the first identity in (6.E) we obtain the following. 
(6.4) THEOREM. Let g E Li, and 1~ r < 00. Then ge L2”, if and only if 
II ‘4 ,” = sup n,x 
Furthermore 11’ I( ,” is a defining norm on L2”, 
We can obtain a similar result for the space M,, from the second identity 
in (6.E). 
Since the continuous linear functionals on Li, are of the form 
F'k)=j?f .g for fEL% we have Ilgllf =su~l~fll=~~ sup,{(Mn+ 1)) 
C;=, IS~sk(f.g)lrj"r for gELi,. Consequently we obtain the following. 
(6.5) THEOREM. For each g E Ll, and 1 < r < co we have 
sup 
ll/ll"-s1 n 
Finally, since (i;)(p = (e2n)(P = fi2n and (fiZn)‘+’ = (L:,)V = t,ql we 
obtain the following from (3.4). 
(6.6) THEOREM. For each 1 dr< 00, &= (ii, -+ B,) and A2,= 
6% + Br). 
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